N general', the _typical neo-classical attitude to the cosmos may be said to consist of·a'n intellectual and aesthetic appreciation of its 1 order;-tl1e Rorrian~ic rather of an emotional and religious or quasi-religious re_sponse to its harmony. The order ·is thought of as imposed from --without, the harmony as the working of immanent and immaterial principles: . The neo-classical is inclined to dwell upon the divine intelligence which framed the eternal order; the, Romantic rather upon the power and beneficence· constantly at· work and manifested in -the life and movement of that order: . The neO-classical admi' res the permanent pattern; the i:omantic the persistent flow of harmonized energy. 
THE uNniERSITY OF TORONTO ·.QUARTERLY I All these Pilssages re~eaL elements of the English ::Platoni~ doctrine, with I its Anima Mundi, .Plastic Nature, Hylarchic Principle, or informing soul.
All 'are far removed from the view of the universe which is usually considered consequent upon Newton's _discoveries, and which has been described most eloquently by P~ofesso~ E. A. Burtt: Newton's <luthority was ~quarely behind that vi~w of the cosmos which saw in man a puny irrelevant spectator (so far as a being wholly imprisoned in ·a dark room can be ca1led such) of.the vast mathematical system whose. : regular motions according to mechanical principles C'onstituted the world ' of nature ..... The world that people had thought themselves living in-a world rich with colour and sound, redolent with fragrance, £lled with gladness, love and beauty 1 speaking everywhere of purposive harmony, ·and creative ideals-was crowded now into minute corners in the brains of scattered organic beings. The really important world outside was a world . hard, cold, colourless, silent and dead; a world of mathematically com-, putable mot1ons in ·mechanical regularity .... 2 .
It is clear that Professor Burtt's view of the significance of Newton's work is e?sentially that of the nineteenth-century Romantics, reflecti-ng the desire to drink confusion and damnation to Newton for destroying the beauty· of the universe. There is a nat1~ral. temptation to read b.ack this nineteenth-century attitude into the eighteenth century; or, again, to draw what seem t~ be the logical implications of Newton's doctrines and assurn·e that these implications were drawn by eighteenth-century readers ..
What I propose to do is, first, to consider the uarious interpretations and implications which can be drawn from-the Principia, and secondly, to examine some evidence as to which implications and interpretations the eighteenth-century· writers chose.
II
I confine my attention. to the Principia for several reasons. The most obvious·one is that it has not bee~ dealt with as extensively as the Optics. A more iJ!1pOrtant one is that it carries rather d~fferent iJ11plications from the Optics, and yet is certainly of as much influence. It has-not been perhaps sufficiently noted that the Principia differs fundamentally in method from the Optics. ~In his research on light, Newton was genuinely empirical: that is, .he was proceeding from devised experiment and repeated meas~re ment to the framing -of hypothesis. In the Principia, as he explained to his nephew, Conduitt, he "first proved his inventions by geometry and only made use of. experirrien ts to make them inte}ligi-bleJ and to convince the vulgar.''a As Cotes puts it in his preface to the second edition of the Principia, . the method was to "deduce by analysis" "from some select phenomena" "the forces of Nature and 'the more simple laws of forces; and from thence by synthesis ,show the constitution. of the rest." 4 Newton's NE~TON AND THE CONCEPT OF NATURE acco:unt-of his discovery in 1665 and 16.66 ,of the laws of grav-itation is that "from Kepler's Rule of .the periodic times of the Planets being in a sesquial tera te proportion of their distances from the centres -0 r their dr bs" he lldeduci:d that the. forces wch keep· the Planets in ·their Orbs must be reciprocally as the squares of their distances from 'the centres about wch·-they revolve: a~d thereby compared the force requisite to keep tfle Moon' in her Orb witn the force of gravity at" tire surface of the Earth, an'd found them answer pretty nearly." 5 It is significant that "Laplace, one_ of the most ardent admirers of Newton's great achievements, declared that they would banish all empiricism from astronomy, transforming it in to _a _mathe-matical science."
'
The rational, math em a tical method, enhanced.-by its magnificent· success, lent prestige to-the rational, rath.er _than to the empirical~ philosophy, at _-least at first. The mathema_tically ·ordered universe, whose laws are __ deducible from. self-e.viden t axioms, is essentially that o( the PythagoreanPlatonic philosophy, not of the Democritean. It has affinities, obviously, with rational, rather than with' empirical, thought in o~her branches ·of philosophy; it belongs-with Spinoza's geometrically· framed Ethics, with Locke's belief that "from self-evident p·r~positions, by' necessary ·conse-quences, as incontestable as those in mathematics, the measures of right and wrong might be made out,"
7 and with Clarke's Unchangeable Obligations of Natural Religion (1705). 8 The contrast between CJarke's mode of constructing an ethical system, and the l~ter modes of D'Holbach and Helvetius; is instructive,· since all three moralists aspire to be (in Tsanoff's phrase) "Newtons of the mind." 9 Quite ·clearly, two completely different conceptions of Newton's work and met~ad a,re here represented.
Newton's own allegiance is very easi I y settled, by establishing· his relati'onship to 'the three current theories of the universe. The Epicurean cosmos, produced by the chance motion of atoms in a void, had been giv_en new vigour by Gassendi and by Hobbes. The Cartesian system of vortices was extremely popular, and as ~xpounded by Rohault, was studied at . Cambridge. 10 The Platonic cosmologies of the Cambridge philosophers attempted :to retain t~e significance of the spiritual in the unive-rse, and to combat the materialism and atheism of the Epicurean system. Newton, it should· be -reme~bered, was at Cam~ridge, and w~s a friend of Henry Mor~; it should not surprise us to :find him aligned ·with the third group, the Platonists, against Hobbists and Cartesians. Newton's motivation was as much ~eligious as scientific. "Science was for Newton th~ part o( What is the nature of the impressed force which constantly changes a fixed direc't velocity into the observed a~gular velocity? V\ 7 hat jg this ·mysterious "gravity'' which appears to operate at a distance? The answer to this question is very important in its implications. There were perhaps·. ·three possible answers: rh at the· fo~ce did not act at a distance, but was a mechanical force.operating through a mechanical medium enveloping all the bodies in motion;· that it did operate at a distance, and was wholly immechanical and immateriaJ; or ,that'it did operate at a distance through powers which· are attributes of matter.. The last of these answers would involve' by implication the rejection of the inertness of rna tter, and would still leave the mode of op.eration or the force as much of a puzzle as ever. And this is one reason · . why I desired y~u would. not a?cribe innate gravity to me. That gravity should be innate, inherent, and essential to mattetJ so that one body may .act upon another at a distance through a vacuum, without .the mediation of any thing else, by and:through which their action and force may be conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an absurdity,. that I believe . no man, VlhO has in philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking, cari ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent acting constantly a ceo rdi n g to certain laws; but whether this agent 'be .rna ter i al or immaterial 1 have left to the consideration of my readers.H The choice he actually leaves the readers is between a theory of ·an immaterial force operating in a void, or of a material force operating· if! .a plenum·. Newton very early tried to work out an explanatio·n of grav'ity in terms of pressure of a .fluid medium, che ether, but could not g~~ beyond a general hypothesis. 16 Cotes, in arguing against the Cartesian vortices, puts forward objections which apply equally to Newton's ether: "Those who would have the: heavens fiHed ·with a. fluid matter, but suppose it void of, any inertiaJ do indeed in words deny a vacuum, but allow it in fact." 16 And) indeed, Newton's own treatment of .comets led him rather in the ·direction of a vacuum: "From this we have another argument proving the celestial spaces to b~ free, and without re.sistan~e, since in them not only the' solid bodi,es of_ the planets ,and comets, ·but also the extremely rare. vapors of comets' tails, maintain their rapid motions with great freedom, and for an exceeding long time." 17 Samuel Clarke, who, as. Newton's foll<;J\ver, presented the doctrines of the Principia to the students of Cam- ridge.through foot-not'es to Rohault's edition of Descartes, refers deli.nirely to "that immenseS'pace which. is void of all matter. »ts And void infinite space came to be accepted as Newtonian doctrine. The most reasonable explanation of a· force, not attributable to matter, and yet operating with. mathematical rcgular.ity upon· matter through the intervening void, was that the force is spiritual-either anima mundi or the divine force itself. Newton's insistence upon an absolute and infinite space is also significant.
It is true that it seems to him a necessary part of his system, and that he believes that he has proved it experimentally; 19 but it also serves the purpose of attacking pantheism, as long as the universe itself is thought of as fin1te. in all Places, is more able by his Will to move the _Bodies within . his boundless u. niform Sensorium, and thereby to forin and reform the Parts of the Universe) than we are by our Will to mo~e the Part· sof our own Bodies." 22 "Sensorium•' is a term taken over from the Cambridge Platonists: the hum an sensorium is the . seat of the self-conscious ·soul, which interprets the flux of events received by the sense-organs. The divine sensorium, equated by Newton with. infinite space (Optics, .3 70), perceives the universal flux immediately. Quite clearly Newton sees the sensorium not primarily as the seat of consciousness, hqwever, but of will. The "General Scholium" was added in the second edition ef ·1713 to make clear Newton's position, particularly in respect to certain implications of his system pointed out by the philosophers.
III
Soon after the publication of the first edition of the Principia (1687)., Locke had 'commented in his Essay concerning Human Unde-rstanding upon certain of Newton's ideas . In discussing how bodies pr9duce ideas in ns, 2GQplhs (3rd ed., i721) 378. , · 'liPrincipia.l 544. The 1 'General Scholium" was added irr the second edition, 1713.
i?Qptics, 3J9. he wrote: "~ .. manifestly by i'mpulse and nothing else. It being-impossible to conceive that body should operate on what it does not touch (wh~ch is all one as to imagine it can operate where it is not), or, when it do.es touch; ope;ate any other w~y than by motion." 28 11 lt is wort!1 our consideration, whether_ active· power be not the proper attribute of spirits,-and passive 1 power'of matter. . . . Pure spirit, viz. 1 God, is only active; pure matter "is only passive;, those beings. that are both active and passive, we may judge to partake of both. '' 24 "Let us suppose any parcel of matter eternal; great or small, we shall findit in ;tself able to produce nothing. . . . Is it possible to conceive it can add motion to itself, being purely matte-r, or _produce anyth.ing? Ma_tter, then, by its ·own strength, -cannot produce in itself so muchasmotion; the motion it has must also be from eterni.ty, or else beproduced and added to matter by s~me other being more powerful "than matter." 2 " The eternal thinking-Being is -not material, or every particle of matter would think, and each would be ar eternal thLnking being, or God. Nor can ·a system of incogitative .matter be cogitative. Nor is matter coeternal with an eternal Mind; "possibly, if we would emancipate ourselves from vulgar notions, ... we might 1 be able to aim at some dim and seeming conception how matter might at first be made, and begin to exist, by the power of that eternal first Being ... '." 26 Locke's own "dim and seeming conception" was, as a matter of fact, suggested to him in conversation by Newton: "We may have some rude idea," Newton said, ' 1 that God, by his power, had.{ at a certain time) prevented the entrance of anything into a certain portion of space-space beirig in its own nature penetrable. Henceforward·.
this portion of space would be endowed with impenetrability,-one of the essential· qualities of matter; and we have only again to suppose ~hat God communicated the same impenetrability to another portion of space, and we should then obtain an idea ·of the mobility pf matter_} another of its essential qualities."
27
But the extension of this Newtonian hypothesis,of the mode . of creation can lead at once, and in Locke tends to lead, to the establishing of gravitation as an attribute of matter,' that is as an innate quality. Locke ,thus tends by .1700 to arrive at, or at least strongly suggest, a nonNewtonian view. "The gravitation of matter towards matter, by ways inconceivable to me, is not only a demonstration that God can, if he-pleases> I put into bodies powers and ways of oper'ation above what can be derived from our own idea of body 1 or can be explained by what we know of matter, but is also an unquestionable .and everywhere visible instance that he has qone so." 28 uV\'e have the ideas of matter and thinking, but possibly shall never be able to know whether any mere material being thinks or no; . ~ . it being, in respect of our notions, not much more remote from our compte- What Berkeley is chiefly concerned with is attacking materialism, with depriving "atheists and fatali~ts," ((Epicureans, H'obbists> and· the like,'·, "of their grand-support." 35 I-Ie is consequently very firm in attacking "the current opinion that every thing includes. within its~lf the cause of its properties: or that there is in each object an inward essence;which is the so"urce whenc'e its .discernible qualities flow, and whereon they depend . or .annihiJation of space, concluded it mnst be d£uine.'' 8 S · (Newto~'s experiment with the bucket of water as de.scri bed in the "Scholium to Definitions," · on pages 10-11 of the· Princz"pi~, Berkeley found thoroughly unconvinc.ing as proof of absolute ·motion.) Berkeley is eager to avoid both a univ~rse from which God is absent, and the opposite extreme of panthei-sm., His own doctrine. of an immanent an<;i also transcend_ent God is actually the same as Newton's; 'but he shows an awareness of threats to that doctrine offered by certain implications_ of the doctrines of the Principia. These are not implications which Newton would wish to be .drawn; his own state~ent in the "General Scholium' .. shows no conflict with the following sentences "from Berkeley :
1 "Fa in would we suppose [God] at a great dis ran ce off~-and substitute some blind unthinking deputy in his stead, tho~gh (if we may' believe St. Paul) he be 'not far from every one of us. : . .' · .Suc-h is the artificial contrivance of this mighty machine of.nature, that whilst its motions and various phei10mena strike on our. senses, the hand' which . actuates the whole is itself unperceivable to· men ·of flesh and ·blood .... Yet to an unbiased and attentive mind, nothing can be more plainly legible, than· the intimate presence of an all-wise Spirit, who fashions, regulates, .and sustains the whole system o_f.being."~9·
Virtually the same kind of objection to the notion -'of absolute space is put .forward by Leibniz: "If space is an .absolute reality, far from being a property or accident opposed to .substance, it wiU have more stibsjst.ance · than substances; God will be ~nable to destroy it. . . . There will· be an 3lf bid.,. CII l.
38Jb_id., CXVIL .
I HJbid., CL, CLI. Space cannot .be a property of _God; for space has parts.4
1 "This God with patJs will be ,very . like the Stoic· God, 'who was the whole universe, considered as a divine animal." 42 "The 'immensity of God is independent.of space, as the e~ernity C?f God ~s inde_pendent of tizpe:·~a But these -objections are not highly significant~ $ince absolute space is not an essential element in Newton's system, and, indeed, receives very little mention. They serve, however, to indicate the direction· ' that interpretation (or distortion) of Newton 1 5. syste, m could take to produce pan theism or materialism.
. · · But on the subject of gravitation, Leibniz opposes Locke•s suggestion that the attraction may have been made natural to matter. In a·letter of 1687 discussing with-Boyle the Cartesi~n theory of motion, he had put forward a mechanical explanation of the gravity of falling bodies through a . -fluid ether. In 1715 he writes: "If God wished to cause a free body to cirCle in the ether. round a bout a given fixed centre, without a·n y other created thing acting on it, this ... could C?nly occur by miracle, not being explica-ble by the nature of bodies. For a fre~ body naturally departs 'rrom a curve along-the tangent. It is in this sense that I maintain that the attraction of 'bodies, properly so called, is a miraculous thing, since it cannot be explained .
by their n'· ature." 44 And since he wishes -neither to have recourse to daily miracles. (like the Occasionalists), rior to en'dow matter with "faculties'~ of · at-traction, he ' chooses a mechanical theory, '\vhich is also in ·consonance with his insistence on a plenum. The motions of the matter in the plenum are to be ~xplained by his doctrine of pre-established harmony. -Leibniz's views bring out very clearly the implications of the three possible viev:rs: action at a distance with matter inert; action at a distance . through natural "innate" attraction; no action at a distance. Given the first law of motion, ,empty space, and the impossibility of action at a dista~ce, and ' you must have (as an eighteenth-een' tury reader) either miracles, .or, since Leibniz exaggerates a little, the constant exertion of an immanent immaterial power. If, like Newton, you a)so believe that constant adjustment and even renewal of motion are necessary, then th~ very existence of the present order is a proof of that power. Religion, Natural and Revealed (1715-16) , with the same attack on Hobbes and Spinoza, the same insistence .that gravitation is not ess~ntial to matter, nor to -be explained mechanically, the s~me proof-that the world is not eternal" from the loss of-motion and of light energy (theory of a conrracting universe), the same rejection of a "created soul ' of the universe." Cheyne finds an analogy between the principle· of gravitation and the mo-ral prin~iple by which souls are .attracted ··to God: 43 Most of the · same arguments also appear in William Derham's PhysicoTheology .and '(l715 . '334 THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONJO .QUARTERL)'" .
and Preserver of ·Nature" whose continued presence, power, and agency are nec~ssary.
51
. Morgan has abandoned, however-, two of the earlier safe--.. guards against mech~nism· ; the origi~al plan of the universe was perfect, and ·needs no particular amendmer:tts, and there is a "material immechani- ductory hymn, ll. 1-4 the hymns on."lmmensity," especially 21, 24; on "Immutability,' especially 33; on "Spirituality," especially 4(); on "Independence," especially 48; ·on "God's Will," especially 73; on "Providence," especially 122, 145_ he knew to be ·false: · that matter i? active, nqt passive, and has innate powe.rs; that the universe of .. matter is self-regulating; and that the world of ma.tter is more "real'' and more "important" t.h:an the world of ideas and _ sensation. To believe these things he would have had to be not only not a Newtonian, and not even. a Lockea"n, but an <~Epicurean, or Hobbist, ·or the like"-:an anti-Newtonian.
The universe of the Newtonian was a splendid and exciting thing. 
